The Next Evolution
by Dan Hershfield

My fellow Evangelists, the time has come.
We have to move beyond the War on Evolution. The political environment has changed, and we have to
change with it.
The fact is we’ve been missing the big picture. We never should have been fighting a War on Evolution.
It should have just been a skirmish against evolution. In our Fight Against Biology. Part of the Battle of
Science. In our all-out WAR ON PUBLIC EDUCATION!
I know it won’t be easy to move on. I’ll admit that our victory over Evolution is incomplete. But you ask
any Miss America contestant whether Creationism should be taught in schools, and if she’s not from
Massachusetts, she’ll tell you that they should teach both theories so kids can have a choice. That’s
victory in my books! Sure, it’s not as satisfying as the THEORY of Evolution being abandoned altogether
and the “scientists” admitting that their “fossils” are just one of God’s art projects, but hey, if the sinners
all changed their ways, it would take the fun out of the Rapture!
The truth is we’ve been so focused on getting Creationism taught, we’ve ignored all the other ways the
schools have been making our nation less Christian. Sure, we have our War on the War on Christmas,
but that’s only two months a year! Well, I say no more! If we want our kids to have a chance of growing
up right, we need to change every school, every class, across the board!
The following are the policy changes we’ll be demanding from now on, in alphabetical (i.e. God’s) order:
Economics: Highlight the connection between faith and prosperity. At the beginning of the year, put an
empty lockbox at the front of every classroom. Then, for the entire year, have the students pray for
their boxes to be filled with riches. On the last day of class, the boxes are opened and the proceeds
within donated to the church. (If for some reason a box has remained empty, everyone in that class
should be fined $50 for their lack of faith.)
English: No more books. This may seem like a radical approach, but as our study of the Bible has taught
us, the more you read a book, the less you know it. All our kids really need to know is that English was
the language Jesus spoke, and the rest they’ll pick up as they go.
Geography: American geography only. As for the rest of the world, if you’ve heard of it, you can
GoogleEarth it, and if you haven’t, they hate America. (Also, I’m not sure, but I think the Tropic of
Cancer is a geography thing and I think someone wrote a book about it that we’re against. If anyone
knows what this is about, please email me ASAP.)
Gym: Boys only, all wrestling. This has to be the frontline in the battle against the gayification of our
youth. Take girls out of gym, you eliminate 90% of lesbians right there. As for gay boys, that’s where

the wrestling comes in. By learning to associate male-on-male contact with pain and humiliation, the
weaker kids will never choose to be gay. As for the stronger kids, they’ll be athletes and therefore
naturally straight. (If sports didn’t make you straight, don’t you think we’d have seen a gay baseball or
football player by now?)
History: Introduce the concept of Determinism. When it comes to the causes of major world events, it
should be perfectly acceptable for a kid to answer “God did it.” (Or, where appropriate, Reagan.)
Classes should be taught in a call-and-response manner, introducing students to important events which
they could then choose to Wikipedia later, e.g. “Battle of Trent?” “God did it.” “Treaty of Versailles?”
“God did it.”
Home Economics: Girls only. (See “Gym”)
Languages, Other: Eliminate them. This is America. It’s Adam and Eve, not Adam and Yves.
Liberal Arts (Drama, Art, Music, etc.): Eliminate them. They’re called LIBERAL Arts, for Heaven’s sake,
and mental masturbation is a gateway to actual masturbation. The only possible exception would be
woodwork, and only if it’s referred to as WJD (What Jesus Did.)
Math: Eliminate it. Everything we ever needed from math has been provided by the Tip Calculator
feature on phones, and if Jesus cared about math, Asians wouldn’t be so much better at it than we are.
Sciences, Other: Eliminate them. I’ve never seen “Breaking Bad”, and as good Christians, I’m sure you
haven’t either, but the Parents Television Council assures me that it’s about a bad chemistry teacher.
Based on this, and the possibility that it could happen in the real world, the safest course of action is to
get it out of our schools. As for Physics, I don’t know what this “anti-matter” is, but it certainly doesn’t
sound Christian.
Sex Ed: If you have to ask, you’re already damned.
So there they are, Christian soldiers, your new battle assignments! Who teaches the teachers? We do!
And always remember: Knowledge is power, and what we don’t know can’t hurt us. Except Islam.

